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Planar cell polarity: global inputs
 establishing cellular
asymmetry
Wen Yih Aw and Danelle Devenport
Many tissues develop coordinated patterns of cell polarity that

align with respect to the tissue axes. This phenomenon refers to

planar cell polarity (PCP) and is controlled by multiple

conserved PCP modules. A key feature of PCP proteins is their

asymmetric localization within the tissue plane, whose

orientation is guided by global directional cues. Here, we

highlight current models and recent findings on the role of

tissue-level gradients, local organizer signals, and mechanical

forces in establishing the global patterns of PCP.
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Introduction
Planar cell polarity (PCP) refers to the collective polari-

zation of cells along a common tissue axis. Notable

examples of planar polarized structures are the bristles

covering the insect body, the stereocilia bundles that line

the vertebrate inner ear, and the hairs, scales and feathers

that decorate the vertebrate epidermis [1,2,3,4]. Planar

polarity is also apparent in the collective cell movements

that drive embryo gastrulation and axis elongation, where

large collections of cells coordinately migrate in a com-

mon direction [5,6,7]. The defining feature of these

planar polarized structures and behaviors is their uniform

orientation across the tissue axis, a feature that strongly

suggests the existence of long-range directional cues that

bias polarity. The identification of these global cues has

been both a challenge and a priority for the field of planar

polarity. Using a combination of experimental approaches

and mathematical modeling significant progress has been

made toward identifying and elucidating the mechanisms

by which global cues orient planar polarity. In this review,

we highlight some recent advances in understanding

global PCP cues. For comprehensive and historical per-
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spectives of global PCP inputs, we refer the reader to

excellent reviews by [8,9,10,11,12].

Framework of a PCP module
Similar to apical-basal and or individual cell polarity, PCP

establishment requires 1) a tissue level directional cue to

orient polarity relative to the tissue axes; 2) asymmetric

segregation of polarity components and feedback ampli-

fication to reinforce asymmetry; and 3) transduction of the

polarity cue, often to cytoskeletal regulatory proteins, to

produce polarized cell behaviors. What sets planar polar-

ized systems apart from apical-basal or individual cell

polarity, is the direct physical coupling and propagation of

polarity between adjacent cells, which enables local co-

ordination of polarity. This intercellular coupling is

achieved through the formation of asymmetric bridges

between the transmembrane PCP components, which

form heterodimers in trans, across the extracellular space

[13–19]. The formation of asymmetric bridges appears to

be an essential and conserved feature across different

planar polarity systems, three of which we discuss here:

the core PCP pathway, the Fat-Dachsous PCP pathway,

and germ band extension pathway. In the core PCP

pathway, Frizzled (Fz) and Vang Gogh (Vang) form an

asymmetric bridge whose interaction requires the homo-

dimeric cadherin, Flamingo/Celsr [13–15,18–20]. Hetero-

typic binding between the large protocadherins Fat (Ft)

and Dachsous (Ds) form the intercellular bridges for the

Ft-Ds pathway [16,17], while heterotypic binding be-

tween different Toll receptors bridges collectively mi-

grating cells in the Drosophila germ band [21��].
Importantly, an excess of one transmembrane PCP com-

ponent preferentially recruits its binding partner to the

interface between neighboring cells [14,16,17,18,22].

This imbalance of PCP proteins between neighbors is

thought to be central to the mechanism by which global

cues orient PCP vectors [12,13,15,23].

Downstream of the asymmetric bridges are cytoplasmic

factors that play dual functions in connecting the trans-

membrane components to downstream outputs and

establishing feedback loops to amplify and stabilize

PCP protein asymmetry. For the core PCP system, these

factors include Disheveled, Prickle, and Diego [2,4]. In

the Fat-Ds system, the functions of the cytoplasmic

factors are less understood but include the asymmetrically

localized myosin Dachs [10,24]. Finally, there are the

downstream effectors, which are highly diverse and cell

type specific depending on the planar polarized behavior

[25].
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Axial versus vectorial asymmetry
Planar polarity proteins display two types of polarity,

which we term axial and vectorial. For example, in the

core PCP system, Frizzled (Fz) and Vang Gogh (Vang)

display vectorial, or unipolar, asymmetry, localizing pref-

erentially to one pole of each cell (Figure 1). Flamingo

(Fmi; Celsr in vertebrates), by contrast, displays axial, or

bipolar, asymmetry where it localizes to both poles along

one planar axis and is excluded from the junctions orient-

ed along the orthogonal planar axis (Figure 1). Global

cues that orient PCP localization must bias both of these

asymmetries, and current evidence suggests that the PCP

axis and the PCP vector may be biased and aligned, at

least in part, by different types of directional cues.

Global cues that bias vectorial asymmetry
The global cues that bias vectorial asymmetry must

promote the unipolar localization of PCP proteins at

the individual cell level in a coordinate fashion across

entire tissues. Factors expressed in tissue-wide gradients

along the axis of polarity are therefore ideal candidates for

long-range vectorial cues. Several graded factors are pro-

posed to act as global PCP signals, but here we focus on

recent progress understanding how the 1) Fat-Dachsous-

Fourjointed (Ft-Ds-Fj), 2) Wnt/Wingless and 3) early

patterning systems function to orient vectorial asymmetry

mainly in the Drosophila wing.

Ft-Ds-Fj

The orientation of cuticular hairs in Drosophila relies on

both the core PCP and the Ft-Ds-Fj systems, which are
Figure 1
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Asymmetric distribution of core planar cell polarity proteins. Core PCP prote

Fmi/Celsr1 displays axial asymmetry where it localizes to intercellular juncti

junctions. In contrast, Vang-Prickle and Frizzled-Dishevelled-Diego complex

opposite poles of the cell.
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thought to be independent but intersecting PCP path-

ways [9,10,24]. Ft and Ds are large protocadherins that

localize to opposite sides of the cell where they form

intercellular heterodimers [17,26,27,28]. Their interac-

tion is regulated by the Golgi-associated kinase, Fj, which

phosphorylates the extracellular domains of Ft and Ds

and modulates their binding [22,29,30]. Ds and Fj are

expressed in tissue wide gradients in several Drosophila
tissues [16,31,32,33], and their transcriptional gradients

are thought to act as global cues that are converted into

Ft-Ds subcellular asymmetries (Figure 2). Because phos-

phorylation by Fj has opposite effects on Ft and Ds

activity – it increases the affinity of Ft for Ds, but

decreases the affinity of Ds for Ft – the Fj gradient

generates complementary affinity gradients of Ft and

Ds (Figure 2) [22,29]. The imbalance of Ds and Ft

activity between neighboring cells has been proposed

to bias their localization to opposite cell edges

[11,13,26,27,28,34].

Support for this model comes from a recent experiment in
silico, which successfully generated Ft-Ds subcellular

asymmetry by simulating complementary Ft and Ds

activity gradients and making phosphoFt-Ds heterodi-

mers more stable over other dimer combinations

(Figure 2) [35��]. Notably a 2–3% difference in Fj ex-

pression between neighbors gave rise to modest Ft and

Ds asymmetries in the absence of any feedback amplifi-

cation, indicating that small differences in the level of

phosphorylated Ft or Ds are sufficient to bias their

localization. Testing the model in vivo, Hale
rial asymmetry

Fz

Vang

Pk

Dsh
Dgo

Fmi/
Celsr1
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ins localize asymmetrically along cell boundaries as indicated (inset).

ons oriented along one tissue axis but is excluded from orthogonal

es adopt vectorial asymmetries where each complex localizes to
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Figure 2
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Converting morphogen gradients into directional information. (a) Dachsous (Ds) and Four-jointed (Fj) are expressed in opposing gradients in the fly

wing. Fat (Ft) and Dachsous cadherins interact heterotypically across neighboring cells. Fj phosphorylates the extracellular cadherin domains of

both Ft and Ds. Fj phosphorylation increases Ft affinity for Ds and decreases Ds affinity for Ft. The transcriptional gradient of Ds and Fj generates

opposing gradients of Ft and Ds binding affinity along the tissue axis, which is converted to subcellular asymmetries of Ft and Ds heterodimers.

Adapted from [35��]. (b) Two possible mechanisms by which an extracellular Wnt morphogen gradient may be converted into intercellular or

intracellular Frizzled (Fz) gradients [46]. In the first model (left), Wnt reduces the level of available or active Fz receptors in a given cell indirectly,

via signal transduction or another intracellular mechanism. Because neighboring cells are exposed to slightly different levels of ligand, an

intercellular gradient of available Fz receptors is generated across the junction between neighboring cells. Each proximal cell has a higher

concentration of available Fz receptors than its distal neighbor leading to the preferential recruitment of Vang to the cell interface with more

available extracellular Fz. Combined with feedback amplification, this should bias Fz localization distally and recruit Vang proximally. In the second

model (right), Wnt generates a gradient of active Fz across the length of each cell by directly antagonizing Fz extracellularly. In this direct model,

there is no difference in Fz concentration across the junction between adjacent cells, instead the difference lies on either side of the same cell –

Fz levels or activity are lower on the distal side than on the proximal side. This is expected to provide a slight proximal bias in Fz localization and

distal recruitment of Vang, a reversal of their observed localization patterns in vivo. Thus, an indirect, intercellular model may be more likely to

explain the mechanism by which an inhibitory Wnt gradient orients core PCP vectors.
et al. reasoned that lateral mobility within the membrane

would be reduced upon heterodimer formation, and used

fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) as a

novel in vivo assay to monitor the effects of phosphory-

lation on Ft-Ds binding. Consistent with the model and

with previous binding assays, mutations in Ft that

blocked phosphorylation by Fj reduced heterodimer sta-

bility while phospho-mutants in Ds enhanced heterodi-

mer stability [35��]. Thus, the Fj gradient acts, in a sense,

as a morphogen, altering Ft and Ds activities in a dose-

dependent manner. The resulting polarity vector arises

from the local difference in activity between neighboring
Current Opinion in Cell Biology 2017, 44:110–116
cells and preferred binding between phospho Ft-Ds

heterodimers.

The Ft-Ds-Fj system also intersects with the core PCP

system influencing the orientation of Fz and Vang vectors

[10]. In the proximal region of the wing, Ft and Ds

promote the formation of polarized microtubule networks

upon which PCP complexes (Fmi-Fz-Dsh) are transcy-

tosed and trafficked preferentially toward one side of the

cell [36,37��,38]. In a simulated model where Dsh travels

toward microtubule plus ends that are aligned by gradi-

ents of Ds and Ft, Dsh asymmetry arises under a variety
www.sciencedirect.com
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of Ds gradients, suggesting that a microtubule-based

polarizing cue is relatively insensitive to the shape or

slope its input gradient, as long as the gradient

diminishes in the right direction [37��]. The trans-

port-based bias in Fz-Dsh concentration is then

thought to be amplified by feedback interactions, sta-

bilizing Fz-Dsh and Vang-Pk unipolar localizations

[39,40]. However, because hair polarity is mostly unaf-

fected by Ft and Ds near the wing margin, and because

Ft and Ds mutant phenotypes are largely rescued by

uniform expression [17,37��,41,42], the extent to which

Ft-Ds-Fj gradients act as upstream global cues for the

core system continues to be debated. Nevertheless,

polarized microtubules have also been shown to align

with PCP vectors in mouse airway epithelial cells and

Xenopus gastrulae, suggesting that microtubule-based

transport may be a broadly used mechanism to bias

PCP asymmetry [43�,44].

Wnt

Given their ability to bind to Fz receptors and their

graded expression patterns in many developing tissues,

Wnt/Wingless (Wg) secreted ligands have long been

hypothesized to act as global PCP cues. Drosophila wing

hairs point toward the source of Wnt along the wing

margin, and recent work demonstrated that Wg and

dWnt4 are required redundantly for wing hair polarity.

Wnts appears to act instructively, as clonal ectopic ex-

pression of either ligand non-autonomously reorients

hairs toward high levels of Wnt [45]. This pattern resem-

bles the effect of loss-of-function Fz clones on neighboring

wild type cells suggesting that Wnt acts antagonistically

toward Fz. Consistently, addition of Wnt conditioned

media to Drosophila S2 cells inhibits the intercellular

interaction between Fz and Vang in a dose dependent

manner [45], suggesting that Wg may compete with Vang

for Fz binding. While the idea that a Fz activity gradient

directs PCP orientation has been around for some time

[15,19,23], Wu et al. propose a mechanism where Wnt

generates the Fz gradient by antagonizing Fz-Vang

binding [4,45]. Note that, unlike the Fj gradient in the

Ft-Ds system, this direct inhibitory mechanism is pre-

dicted to generate intracellular Fz gradients across cells,

but not between the junctions/boundaries of adjacent

cells (the concentration of Wnt, and therefore Fz activity,

would be equivalent on both sides of an intercellular

space). Interestingly, in the theoretical model by Abley

et al., an extracellular gradient that generates intracellular

differences in Fz activity produces a Fz vector pointing in

the opposite direction compared to a gradient that gen-

erates intercellular differences (see Figure 2 and legend

for detail) [46]. Based on this model and the directions of

Wnt gradients in vivo, a mechanism that produces differ-

ences in Fz activity between adjacent cells, perhaps by

indirectly antagonizing Fz-Vang binding, may be more

likely to produce the observed, margin-oriented, Fz

vector.
www.sciencedirect.com
A Wnt gradient has also been proposed to orient PCP in

the mouse embryonic limb, but through a mechanism that

positively regulates Vangl2, rather than inhibits Fz. In the

limb, a distal-to-proximal Wnt5a gradient induces dosage

sensitive phosphorylation of Vangl2, generating different

levels of phospho-Vangl2 between cells [47]. Phosphor-

ylation of Vang on equivalent residues is required for

Vang function and asymmetry in the fly wing, suggesting

phospho-Vang may represent an active form of the pro-

tein [48�]. While the precise mechanisms by which Wnt

gradients orient core PCP vectors still need to be deci-

phered, the wing polarity defects resulting from the loss

of both Wg and dWnt4 are relatively minor, suggesting

the existence of additional cues to orient polarity.

Patterning and morphogenesis

The earliest PCP patterns in the Drosophila wing are

established long before metamorphosis, in the larval wing

imaginal disc. In the disc, core PCP vectors closely follow

the expression domains of the major wing patterning

organizers, orienting toward Wg and Notch along the

dorsal-ventral (DV) boundaries, Hedgehog (Hh) and

Decapentaplegic (Dpp) along the anterior-posterior

(AP) boundary, and Dachsous near the wing hinge

[49]. Though these morphogens are graded in their ex-

pression, flattening the gradient of Wg, Hh, or Dpp does

not reduce PCP asymmetry [49]. Instead, regional shifts

in the orientation of PCP vectors are observed that are

consistent with underlying changes in tissue growth [49].

Sanger et al. suggest that morphogen gradients orient

PCP vectors through their effects on growth and mor-

phogenesis rather than through their graded expression.

Moreover, they propose that if PCP patterns are estab-

lished when a tissue is small, cells could specify their

vector orientation by interpreting combinations of local

patterning signals in the absence of gradients, and later

maintain and refine the pattern during growth and mor-

phogenesis. This is similar to what is proposed in Dro-
sophila germ band extension in which periodic expression

of A-P patterning genes generates an overlapping expres-

sion pattern of Toll-like receptors, such that each cell

along a segment contains a unique positional code of Toll-

like receptors, which bind heterotypically between neigh-

boring cells [21��]. This allows cells to compare their

identity with each other and specify the orientation of

myosin contractility and junctional remodeling across the

tissue. Biasing PCP orientation though combinatorial

patterning codes is an appealing mechanism for tissues

that acquire PCP among a small number of cells, but

whether similar mechanisms can be applied to PCP in

large tissues, such as the mammalian skin, remains to be

determined.

Global cues that bias axial asymmetry
The global cues that bias axial asymmetry must promote

the bipolar localization of PCP proteins along one tissue

axis and exclusion from the orthogonal axis. Mechanical
Current Opinion in Cell Biology 2017, 44:110–116
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tension, which arises during tissue morphogenesis, can act

over many cell distances and bias the PCP axis. Here we

focus on recent studies revealing how physical forces

exerted during tissue morphogenesis act as directional

cues for axial PCP asymmetry.

Fmi/Celsr in the core PCP system

The atypical cadherin, Fmi (or Celsr in vertebrates), is a

central component of the core PCP system that forms

intercellular homodimers and connects the vectorial po-

larity of Fz and Vang between neighboring cells. Unlike

Fz and Vang, however, Fmi/Celsr displays axial asymme-

try where it localizes preferentially to cell borders along

one tissue axis and is excluded from cell borders along the

orthogonal axis (Figure 1) [50,51]. This asymmetry gives

rise to the characteristic zigzag pattern of Fmi localization

observed in the Drosophila pupal wing [51]. While the

mechanisms that ensure Fmi/Celsr homodimers orient

along only one tissue axis are not well understood, direct-

ed physical forces can function as global cues that coor-

dinate Fmi/Celsr asymmetry.

During Drosophila wing morphogenesis, the epitheli-

um changes shape dramatically, elongating along the

proximal-distal axis as the wing hinge contracts. During
Figure 3
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 hinge contraction drives 

oriented cell divisions and cell 
 rearrangments. Global PCP

pattern reorients as a result of 
cell flow.

Fz polarity

New 
PCP

PC

Drosophila wing(a)

Interdependent relationship between the orientation of junctional remodeling

the wing blade reorients with hinge contraction, during which oriented cell d

reorient the PCP axis from a radial to proximal-distal orientation. The new P

Schematic adapted from [52]. (b) Schematic depiction of how oriented junc

morphogenesis, could define the Celsr1 polarity axis in developing mouse e
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this process the PCP axis is completely remodeled,

where it rotates from a radial to proximal-distal orien-

tation (Figure 3). This shift in polarity is driven by

shear-induced cell rearrangements, during which cells

dissolve and assemble intercellular junctions as they

exchange neighbors [52,53]. Because PCP proteins are

preferentially retained at persistent junctions and are

slow to accumulate at newly-formed junctions,

neighbor exchanges establish a new axis of asymmetry

[52].

A similar mechanism also establishes the initial axis of

Celsr1 asymmetry during murine skin morphogenesis

[54��]. Early in epidermal development, skin epithelial

cells are mechanically deformed along one tissue axis,

inducing oriented cell divisions and cell rearrangements

(Figure 3). Concomitantly, Celsr1 redistributes from a

disordered to highly polarized and aligned localization.

Live imaging of fluorescently-tagged Celsr1 in skin orga-

notypic cultures showed that Celsr1 asymmetry emerges

spontaneously during neighbor exchange upon the for-

mation of new intercellular junctions. Celsr1 is slow to

accumulate at nascent junctions yet stably associates with

persistent junctions, resulting in the spontaneous break-

ing of Celsr1 symmetry [54��].
junctions
 proteins
P axis

New junctions
Celsr1

PCP axis

E10.5

E14.5

Mouse skin(b)

Anterior

Posterior
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and the Fmi/Celsr1 polarity axis. (a) The global axis of PCP across

ivisions and cell rearrangements occur. These morphogenetic changes

CP axis aligns parallel to the orientation of new cell-cell junctions.

tion formation, functioning to relax tissue strain during skin

mbryonic skin.
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The vectorial asymmetry of PCP proteins is considered to

provide the vectorial information for downstream cellular

structures, but the function of axial asymmetry is less

clear. We speculate that axial polarity may both restrict

and enhance feedback propagation of PCP vectors. By

generating cell edges that are depleted for Fmi/Celsr, Fz

and Vang vectorial information is restricted to one tissue

axis, limiting feedback propagation along the orthogonal

axis. This would in turn refine the position at which

downstream structures like wing hairs and hair follicles

can form. It would be interesting to generate models of

PCP establishment with and without axial asymmetry and

compare the rate and precision of emerging PCP patterns.
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